1 Bosl, "Freiheit und Unfreiheit. Zur Entwicklung der Unterschichten in Deutschland und Frankreich während des Mittelalters", 185, 187, 195 . The Königsfreie, appearing in the sources of the 9th century as "liberi homines pauperes", had the obligation to go on campaign with the ruler or pay a fee for not participating. If they were not able to pay the required replacement, they lost their personal freedom and became serfs of the ruler until they paid-Bosl, "Potens und Pauper", 107, 115. The existence of a legally and economically free, independent peasant presents a large problem in the study of early medieval history. It is sceptically discussed by Karl Bosl, "Über soziale Mobilität in der mittelalterlichen "Gesellschaft". Dienst, Freiheit, Freizügigkeit als Motive sozialen Aufstiegs", VSWG 47 (1960) , 311. Free farmers are considered marginal groups in several "Reliktzonen" in Europe in the 10th-11th centuries by Rösener, Bauern im Mittelalter, 20. 5 Bloch, Slavery and Serfdom, 67. had apparently existed in the tribal prehistory of the Slavic nations,6 but during the 10th century state-forming period of the Czech lands, they went through the process of enserfment, which can be described as the acceptance of their fundamental subjection to the duke and the submission to his administration.7 Their subjection is reflected in the levies and labors they were forced to provide. Despite the attempts to describe practically the entire rural farming population as unfree,8 the evidence of the existence of a class of farmers who disposed of their own persons and were subjected to no lord apart from the ruler can be found in the sources. The documents about them prima rily consist of records regarding self-donation and information from the normative sources.9
In the reconstruction of medieval historical processes, the model best corresponding to the sources and the historical reality is that which divides the originally free inhabitants of the Bohemian Basin who remained under direct ducal authority and independently managed their farms10 into two basic groups. The members of the first group and their families retained an elementary level of personal freedom, but without full title to the land they hereditarily cultivated; they continued under shared ownership with the duke. The ruler regarded the land on which they were settled as his own and disposed of it as such; however, until the ruler's disposal manifested itself (donation, elimination), the farmers used and handled it freely.11
The ducal farmers (chlopi, dědice) were the "Gemeinfreie" who had originated from among the inhabitants of the free communities, which explains 6 The idea of democratic Germanic societies with equal and full-fledged free farmers is considered by Theodor Mayer to be an Enlightenment invention, "Adel und 
